CLASS 1 (Jan 26)


Class 2 (Feb 2)


Class 3 (Feb 9)

Space

Question: Space in the professional imagination – when is it bounded or open? How are identities and allegiances, social differences and similarities, marked by space and territory? The space of power: jurisdiction, sovereignty, domain. The reciprocal projects of boundary work and authority. On what terrain or field of operation do experts imagine their struggles and engagements? What constitutes the boundaries of rule; how is jurisdiction defined?

Themes: Conflict, security and rupture: the space of operations, the “map” on which strategy can be imagined.

Class 4 (Feb 16)


Class 5 (Feb 23)


Class 6 (Mar 1)


**Systems and Institutions**

Question: When is there a “system”? An “order”? An “institution”? How do experts come to interpret the time and space of their engagements as ordered? Or themselves as architects – or objects – of that order? Markets, economies, corporations, governments, the global -- how are the organizations of professional attention and engagement stabilized or remade? What gives them durability and coherence, what renders them plastic?

Themes: Public/private, “system,” markets, corporations, public reason, habitus, procedure, process

**Class 7 (Mar 8)**


**March 13 – 20 Spring Break**

**Class 8 (Mar 22)**

Class 9 (Mar 29)


Self, Identity, Subjectivity

Question: The phenomenology of expert practice: the experiences of subjectivity and identity, of objectivity and the disciplines of expert formation. How do experts recognize one another and imagine themselves? Professionalism and shared modes of reasoning, styles of practice, embodied competence. How are identities formed, performed, articulated – undermined or suppressed?

Themes: When and how is expertise an experience, an attribution or a performance? When is to know something also to be something -- or to be something also to know something? And how does that happen, how is it sustained or managed? The self as manager of multiple selves, perspectives, attitudes: disenchantment, pragmatism and the désabusé self of modern expert practice.

Class 10 (April 5)


Class 11 (April 12)


Class 12 (April 19)